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Online stock trading is talked about more and more in the news. One of the most
asked questions is “can I day trade for a living”? The answer all depends on one
thing and that is “you”! Mindset is very important, as is discipline. With that in mind,
a unique company called AlphaWaveTrader® has developed a very simple way to
teach you how to read the market for any trading instrument and are offer a suburb
March Madness special.

(Newswire.net -- March 19, 2013) Boca Raton, FL -- Some have claimed that learning how to buy and sell in the
stocks, futures or options in the stock market can reap great rewards, and also can break the bank.  So how does the
average investor figure out a way to do this when most have full time jobs, families to take care of, and really very
little time to do research on the stock market?  How about some of the busiest people in the world?

Trading online is very easy to do once you know how.  Just like anything in life it is something that has a learning
curve and does require some effort to learn.  Busy professionals know what it takes to be successful and profitable in
their fields of work and that is “smart work” and most of all discipline.  This leads us to a viable solution that can
make your trading and investing life a whole lot easier.

Enter a unique company called AlphaWaveTrader® where through many thousands of hours of studying and
analyzing the market they have created a proprietary method for trading online.  Price is a key element in reading
the market and the AlphaWaveTrader® education trading course teaches you exactly how to do this.  The best part of
this is that they perfected the method where anyone can learn their methodology in a matter of weeks. This pure and
simple method can be applied to futures, forex, stocks or options, and traded on any time frame and any chart type.
The methodology used is a combination of reading Pure Price Action along with Elliot Wave technology for trade
entries, and then using special Fibonacci based techniques for the trade exits.

AlphaWaveTrader® is now offering a March Madness special ($400 savings) until the end of the month.  Would you
like to check them out for FREE one day?  On Tuesday’s you can register for one day of free access to their live
trading room with Alla Peters; their founder and head trader.   See their main site for the Tuesday registration link.

The testimonials are pouring in supporting AlphaWaveTrader®.  Their site has links to them that you can read about,
and listen to graduated students on recorded podcasts.  No matter what level of trader or investor you are,
 AlphaWaveTrader® and their methods can help you and make you the expert trader we all desire to be.

Contact:

AlphaWave Trader®
925-257-4298
Boca Raton, FL
Special Course Pricing: support@alphawavetrader.com
Website: http://alphawavetrader.com/marchmadness
Twitter:  @AlphaWaveTrader
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